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What bears don’t know didactically about forces,

shock, and kinetic chain, they understand 

naturally, instinctually, and it is evidenced by 

the way they move. Bears can stand on two legs, 

play, pose, and walk as bipeds do, but when it 

comes to motion involving speed, safety, or reg-

ularity, they function as quadrupeds. For those 

who make the argument that this is learned 

behavior, a good response might be, why that 

behavior? 

Moving and running solely in biped 

fashion has its disadvantages compared with 

the reduction of force dissipation throughout 

the multiple weight-bearing limbs of quadru-

peds. Although the movement is as old as hu-

mankind, perhaps the original dirty truth is that 

running is instinctual not behavioral. Humans 

run on trigger; they run for all sort of other rea-

sons too, but they run in a challenged manner 

because we evolved as functioning bipeds. 

There are some very inconvenient truths 

about human bipedal walking and running 

relating to collision dynamics, which need to be 

addressed here.  From the get-go, let’s identify 

some of the problematic relationships between 

form, function, and physics. 

3-D Foot vs 2-D Surface
The most fundamental and foundational dirty 

truth is that we have a 3-dimensional foot of 

limited mass, colliding with a 2-dimensional 

support surface of relatively unlimited mass. 

This is a battle the foot cannot win. Indeed, 

this is a battle the foot does not win over 4 

million times a year based on a 12,000-step-per-

day average. What the foot suffers is structural 

deformation, energy loss, and shock. And just 

like the car smashing into the proverbial wall, 

the greater the velocity, the more devastating the 

effect. Now imagine that car after 4 million col-

lisions, there will be obvious visual damage but 

also unseen systemic damage. We live dynamic 

lives and as such, suffer dynamic consequences. 

Those wear and tear consequences generate 

heat and promote malalignment, repetitive sys-

temic micro trauma leading to instability, range 

of motion issues, soft tissue inflammation, and 

degenerative joint disease. 

Asymmetry X 3
Not to sour this soup further, but let’s add the 

bitter taste of another dirty truth: the foot is not 

a symmetrical object, medial to lateral, distal to 

proximal, and even side to side. 

While standing, the center of mass runs 

along the midline of the body. Our hips, legs 

and feet are perfectly positioned to provide a 

balanced bilateral center of pressure (COP) to 

our center of mass (COM). If we transition to 

unilateral support as in the tree pose in yoga, 

measurements will show an increased firing 

of the core, all hip musculature, and lower leg 

muscles like the anterior tibialis.  In particu-

lar, the tibialis anterior struggles to maintain 

the medial longitudinal arch while trying to 

reconcile to COM and the COP on a foot with 

The Dirty Truth About Being Biped
By Jay Segel, DPM; Sally Crawford, MS; Grace Juriel; and Jason Kraus

Image by fleetfeettucson 2020 

Continued on page 10

Unilateral balance and support, with increased pressure 
along the medial column indicating deforming arch 
forces. Image by Resilience.Code
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differing architectures, medial and lateral.

As we add motion and velocity while run-

ning, vertical and tensile forces increase. This 

is particularly problematic for runners because 

of the dynamic single limb stance time and the 

incongruity of COM and COP trying to reconcile 

impact on that 3-dimensional asymmetric foot, 

which is adaptively and morphologically differ-

ent medially and laterally. All this while con-

stantly and rapidly needing to change from an 

accommodating body at impact to a rigid lever 

for propulsion. It is elegant and problematic at 

the same time. Such force adaptation becomes 

even more problematic when you introduce 

multi-directional running and sprinting in sport.

Feet Are Not Identical

Whether walking, running, or moving obliquely, 

most people look down, see their feet, and as-

sume they behave the same. But as professionals, 

we know feet are rarely equal, leading to more 

variability, yet another inconvenient truth. Just as 

most people have a dominant hand that is often 

more coordinated and/or stronger, we tend to 

have the effects of sidedness with feet too. 

Biases, We All Have Them
As members of the performance enhancement, 

restoration of function and rehabilitative care 

communities, we have biases too. Physical ther-

apists and chiropractors often have a top-down 

view while podiatrists tend to have a bottom-up 

view. It’s good to be aware of our biases and 

remember that they are not mutually exclusive. 

If we look at this with an eye on the kinetic 

chain, the hips and knees affect the feet and 

ankles, but  the feet and ankles also affect the 

individual feet. For example, recently we were 

watching a lecture on rehabilitative strength 

training, jumping mechanics symmetry, and 

data capture status post-knee surgery. During 

the demonstration, the asymptomatic volunteer 

demonstrated a “leakage of force” during the ex-

ercise that could readily be explained by a top-

down approach. However, as the group studied 

the case further, measured force comparisons 

showed the volunteer was pronated more on the 

left, which was confirmed by the medial position 

of red vertical force vector, extending from foot 

to the hip. Shortly after, a similar situation came 

up regarding asymmetric foot abduction, which 

Single leg exercises and dynamic athletic positions in sport and running incite great 
demands from muscles like the tibialis anterior.  Image by Resilience.Code

These issues exist in walking but are exacerbated by running and all sports and sources of weight bearing exercise because of the increased forces and extended single-stance 
times. Image by Resilience.Code

Continued on page 13

The 2 feet may look the same, even measure the same, but their biomechanical influ-
ences have been different so elements like strength and position will dictate that these 
feet will function differently. Image by Resilience.Code
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may have been attributable to external hip 

rotation, or maybe it was an additional biome-

chanical abnormality. An easy way around these 

biases is to expand your history-taking and 

physical examination or refer to the appropriate 

specialist so you have a broad view and don’t get 

hung up by the dirty truth about our biases. 

If we are willing to make peace with the 

larger truth that running is a contact sport in 

which we are structurally and mechanically 

disadvantaged, we can then begin to look at in-

dividual elements, develop strategies, and create 

best practices for our running population. 

Strategies to aid those who understand the 

mechanics and are still going to run and play 

sports as bipeds could include: 

•	 Strength and gait training (focus on core 

strengthening – defining core) 

•	 Visual coaching (spanning all components 

of the visual system) 

•	 Orthopedic limb length assessment/

intervention 

•	 Orthotics and strapping 

•	 Manual therapy for bony alignment, joint 

mobilization and range of motion 

•	 Motor training 

•	 Neuro-performance 

•	 Data capture for progress and treatment 

adaptation and improvement 

•	 And the list goes on 

Runners Gonna Run
To summarize this set of dirty truths surround-

ing anatomy and symmetry: 

The foot is not symmetrical. Feet are rarely 

equal, thus introducing sidedness and strength 

from both the top down and the bottom up. 

Within normal limits does not equate to equal-

ity. Specialists all have biases with or without 

good medical history/trauma review. 

When we introduce motion and sin-

gle-stance phases in running and sport, we 

change and challenge the dynamic. A single 

foot on the ground upsets the balance between 

COM and COP, and so to compensate, forces 

the joints to leave neutrality and function in less 

advantageous alignments. 

Perhaps the last and most enduring dirty 

truth is that people, if able, despite all the other 

dirty truths, are going to run.  Thus, we must 

accept the fact that we will do it as bipeds and 

have evolved this way, unlike bears.  Hopefully, 

this piece will bring some light, understanding, 

strategies, and reasonability to how providers 

care for us bipeds who choose to run. 

Jay Segel, DPM, is consultant specializing in 

podiatric biomechanics, preventative and reha-

bilitative foot care. He practices in West Tisbury, 

Massachusetts, and is a consultat for Orthotic 

Holdings Inc.

Sally Crawford, MS, is Director of Technology 

& Data Management at Resilience Code, a 

data-driven medical solutions firm in Englewood, 

Colorado.

Grace Juriel is a podiatry student. 

Jason Kraus is Managing Director and Founder 

of Starflower Row Advisors in Hauppauge, New 

York. He is the former President and Chief Op-

erating Officer of Langer Biomechanics and has 

more than 20 years of experience leading medical 

device enterprises specializing in non-surgical 

lower extremity solutions.

Continued from page 10

Differences in force transitions explained by said "leakages of force” during concentric phases of 
vertical jump movements (last portion of the load phase in this image) require understanding the 
origin of deficits. Image by Resilience.Code  

Computer aided gait analysis displaying retrograde, less economical, 
motions of the foot’s center of pressure during stance. Image by 
Resilience.Code
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Continued on page 16

A mechanistic model 
and therapeutic 
interventions for 
COVID-19 involving 
a RAS-mediated 
bradykinin storm
In late 2019, a new virus named SARS-CoV-2, 

which causes a disease in humans called 

COVID-19, emerged in China and quickly spread 

around the world. Many individuals infected with 

the virus develop only mild symptoms including 

a cough, high temperature, and loss of sense of 

smell; while others may develop no symptoms 

at all. However, some individuals develop much 

more severe, life-threatening symptoms affecting 

the lungs and other parts of the body including 

the heart and brain.

SARS-CoV-2 uses a human enzyme called 

ACE2 like a ‘Trojan Horse’ to sneak into the 

cells of its host. ACE2 lowers blood pressure 

in the human body and works against another 

enzyme known as ACE (which has the opposite 

effect). Therefore, the body has to balance the 

levels of ACE and ACE2 to maintain a normal 

blood pressure. It remains unclear whether 

SARS-CoV-2 affects how ACE2 and ACE work.

When COVID-19 first emerged, a team 

of researchers in China studied fluid and cells 

collected from the lungs of patients to help them 

identify the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Here, Garvin et 

al. analyzed the data collected in the previous 

work to investigate whether changes in how the 

body regulates blood pressure may contribute to 

the life-threatening symptoms of COVID-19.

The analyses found that SARS-CoV-2 

caused the levels of ACE in the lung cells to 

decrease, while the levels of ACE2 increased. 

This in turn increased the levels of a molecule 

known as bradykinin in the cells (referred to 

as a ‘Bradykinin Storm’). Previous studies have 

shown that bradykinin induces pain and causes 

blood vessels to expand and become leaky, 

which will lead to swelling and inflammation of 

the surrounding tissue. In addition, the analyses 

found that production of a substance called 

hyaluronic acid was increased and the enzymes 

that could degrade it greatly decreased. Hyal-

uronic acid can absorb more than 1,000 times 

its own weight in water to form a hydrogel. The 

Bradykinin-Storm-induced leakage of fluid into 

the lungs combined with the excess hyaluronic 

acid would likely result in a Jello-like substance 

that is preventing oxygen uptake and carbon 

dioxide release in the lungs of severely affected 

COVID-19 patients. Therefore, the findings of 

Garvin et al. suggest that the Bradykinin Storm 

may be responsible for the more severe symp-

toms of COVID-19.

From the COVID-19 Frontlines

Figure. Systemic-level Effects of Bradykinin Storm
The gene expression patterns from COVID bronchoalveolar lavage samples reveal a Renin Angiotensin System that is skewed toward low levels of ACE that result in higher levels of 
Ang1-9 and BK. High levels of ACE normally present in the lungs are responsible for generating system-wide angiotensin-derived peptides. The Bradykinin Storm is likely to affect 
major organs that are regulated by angiotensin derivatives. These include altered electrolyte balance from affected kidney and heart tissue, arrhythmia in dysregulated cardiac tissue, 
neurological disruptions in the brain, myalgia in muscles, and severe alterations in oxygen uptake in the lung itself. Red colors indicate upregulation and blue downregulation.
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Further experiments identified several existing medicinal drugs 

that have the potential to be re-purposed to treat the Bradykinin Storm. 

A possible next step would be to carry out clinical trials to assess how 

effective these drugs are in treating patients with COVID-19. In addition, 

understanding how SARS-Cov-2 affects the body will help researchers 

and clinicians identify individuals who are most at risk of developing 

life-threatening symptoms. 

Source: Gavin MR, Alvarez C, Miller JI, et al. A mechanistic model 

and therapeutic interventions for COVID-19 involving a RAS-mediated 

bradykinin storm. eLife 2020;9:e59177 DOI: 10.7554/eLife.59177. Use is 

per the Creative Commons License CCO.

New Treatment Options Focus on 
the Nose 

While COVID-19 is known to affect the body in numerous ways that are 

yet not clearly understood, several researchers have begun to focus on 

what is known: SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, starts by 

infecting certain cells in the nasal passage. Stopping, or at least slow-

ing this initial foothold may prove a powerful strategy for taming this 

pandemic.

Researchers are looking at inactivating certain proteins with nasal 

sprays, re-purposing pre-surgical nasal disinfectants, and using mists 

of diluted baby shampoo to disinfect the inside of the nose. And they’re 

looking for help from camels, llamas, and alpacas, members of the 

camelid family with specialized immune proteins. 

Port of Entry: The olfactory epithelium, the upper back part of 

the nasal cavity, appears to be full of angiotensin converting enzyme 2 

(ACE2), a cell needed to control hypotension. Coincidentally, this location 

iStockphoto.com #1215098516



is also where smell cells live and may explain the link between COVID-19 

and loss of smell. Researcher Andrew Lane, MD, believes the signal from 

ACE2 in that location may provide the virus a major point of entry into 

the body as well as its exit to infect others. His most recent work looking 

at this appears in the European Respiratory Journal.1

Smothering the Spike: The image of the coronavirus with its mul-

tiple spikes is now infamous. But that spike presents an opportunity for 

targeting therapeutics, and researchers from the University of California, 

San Francisco, are working with nanobodies, specialized immune cells 

originally found in alpacas, camels, and llamas. These proteins are small-

er than human antibodies but are believed to be hardier. Biochemist Aas-

hish Manglik, MD, PhD, and cell biologist Peter Walter, PhD, are using 

nanobodies to disarm that infamous spike and prevent it from engaging 

with the ACE2 receptors. Doing so prevents the infection from taking 

hold. They hope to take this work into tests with laboratory animals and 

ultimately humans. A preprint of their work can be found on bioRxiv.2

Rinse It Away: Several groups are studying lower tech solutions, 

some of which are already in clinical trial. Researchers at the University 

of Kentucky have already begun a clinical trial with healthcare workers 

using nose sprays and gargling with povidone-iodine before and after 

work shifts. This preventative is based on lab studies of iodine, a com-

mon antiseptic used to treat wounds and disinfect skin before surgery. 

The article was published in Ear, Nose & Throat Journal.3

Another approach will be familiar to people with pollen allergies and 

sinus infections. This method involves washing away the virus from the 

nasal cavity just as saline rinses are used to remove bacteria and aller-

gens from the nasal cavities of people with allergies. One current trial is 

using diluted baby shampoo with a salt mixture to determine its effects 

on a patient’s symptoms as well as their ability to spread the virus. This 

approach may wash the virus away or essentially disarm the virus and 

therefore inactivate it, according to Justin Turner, MD, PhD, a surgeon 

and rhinologist from Vanderbilt University. Interim results appear in the 

International Forum of Allergy & Rhinology,4 but this clinical trial is still 

recruiting (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04347538). 

Sources

1. Chen M, et al. Elevated ACE2 expression in the olfactory neuroepi-

thelium: implications for anosmia and upper respiratory SARS-CoV-2 

entry and replication. Eur Respir J. 2020;56(3):2001948

2. Schoof M, et al. An ultra-potent synthetic nanobody neutralizes SARS-

CoV-2 by locking Spike into an inactive conformation. BioRxiv.org. 

August 17, 2020. doi: 10.1101/2020.08.08.238469.

3. Frank S, et al. Povidone-iodine use in sinonasal and oral cavities: A 

review of safety in the COVID-19 era. Ear Nose Throat J. Published 

online June 10, 2020. doi: 10.1177/0145561320932318.

4. K. Kimura et al. Interim analysis of an open-label randomized con-

trolled trial evaluating nasal irrigations in non-hospitalized patients with 

COVID-19. Int Forum Allergy Rhinology. Published online September 

11, 2020. doi:10.1002/alr.22703.
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Most Youth Football Helmets 
DON’T FIT 
Youth football players are at increased risk of concussion for one reason: 

their helmets don’t fit properly!

New research has found that the majority (74%) of football players’ 

helmets in youth football (7-12 years old) did not meet at least one 

component of the 13 criteria developed for proper football helmet fit. Im-

proper fit is a critical risk factor for increased concussion symptoms and 

duration. Prevalence and Causative Factors of Improperly Fitted Helmets 

in Youth Football Leagues was presented as part of the 2020 NATA Virtu-

al Clinical Symposia & AT Expo educational programming in July 2020. 

The study consisted of 273 players across 24 teams in four recre-

ation youth tackle football leagues. The research found that most com-

mon factors for improper fit were: lack of snugness on all sides (26%); 

crown of the helmet was not 1-2 fingers above eyebrows (26%); the 

facemask slipped up and down (36%) and the chinstrap did not equally 

fit on both side of the face (46%).

“As youth football players cautiously return to sport during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, it’s critical that all safety factors, such as proper 

helmet fit, are taken into account to reduce the risk for critical head injury 

in this vulnerable population,” said Susan Yeargin, Ph.D., ATC, Associate 

Professor of Athletic Training at the University of South Carolina. “Play-

ers depend on their league to provide and fit helmets correctly, however, 

few leagues require coach education on helmet fitting or provide appro-

priate medical personnel to do the fitting properly, putting young athletes 

at risk for concussions with more severe and longer lasting symptoms.”

The data was collected before full contact started and all variables 

were collected in a station format so players could be examined on an in-

dividual basis without interrupting practice time. There was no difference 

between brands or sizes for fit.

The study abstract will be published in the Journal of Athletic Train-

ing, the scientific journal of the National Athletic Trainers’ Association, 

later this year. 

HR-QoL in Sjogren’s-Related 
Peripheral Neuropathy 
Sjogren’s patients with coexisting neurological involvement with symp-

toms, including pain and physical disability, experience diminished 

health-related quality of life (HR-QoL) according to a recent study 

of 50 Sjogren’s patients. All patients underwent neurological clinical 

examination followed by nerve conduction studies and rheumatological 

examination. Within this group, 23 Sjogren’s patients were diagnosed 

with peripheral neuropathy, with the most common manifestation 

being sensorimotor neuropathy (47%). Using the 36-item Short Form 

Health Survey (SF-36), investigators found that Sjogren’s patients with 

peripheral nervous system involvement had significantly lower scores 

compared to those without central nervous system involvement in 

several areas, including:

•	 role-physical [0 (0–100) vs. 75 (0–100)], 

•	 role-emotional [67 (0–100) vs. 100 (0–100)], 

•	 vitality [40 (10–70) vs. 50 (20–75)], 

•	 bodily pain [45 (10–75) vs. 55 (0–100)], and 

•	 general health [20 (5–50) vs. 30 (0–50)] (p ≤ 0.05). 

The authors concluded that peripheral neuropathy is a common 

organ-specific complication in Sjogren’s patients and that coexisting neu-

rological involvement with symptoms such as pain and physical disability 

may be responsible for diminished HR-QoL. 

One interesting note: 8 of the study participants had documented 

neurological symptoms prior to receiving their Sjogren’s diagnosis. 

Source: Jaskólska M, Chylińska M, Masiak A, et al. Periph-

eral neuropathy and health-related quality of life in patients with 

primary Sjögren's syndrome: a preliminary report. Rheumatol Int. 

2020;40(8):1267-1274. doi:10.1007/s00296-020-04543-2
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Improving Diabetes Care 
Management Processes and 
Referrals To Podiatry in Primary 
Care  
By Lynn Soban, PhD, MPH, RN

Diabetes mellitus (DM) can lead to long-term complications including 

limb amputations. Annually in the US about 73,000 nontraumatic lower 

limb amputations are performed and > 60% occur among persons with 

DM.  

Veterans have a high number of risk factors and are especially 

vulnerable. One in 4 veterans has DM, compared to 1 in 6 in the general 

population.

A recent paper published in the Federal Practitioner describes a 

promising quality improvement project conducted at the VA Portland 

Healthcare System (VAPORHCS) that aimed to improve processes 

of care among primary care providers to prevent and treat lower limb 

complications. 

VAPORHCS, which had one of the highest national amputation 

rates in the VA a few years earlier, examined their care processes and 

found:

•	 not all at-risk veterans had both a comprehensive foot exam and an 

amputation risk assessment (ARA) completed and; 

•	 veterans with moderate to high risk for lower limb amputations were 

inconsistently referred to podiatry. 

The team designed a quality improvement intervention (Table) with 

the goals of increasing:  

•	 the number diabetic foot exams and ARAs completed among 

veterans with DM;

•	 the number and timeliness of appropriate referrals to podiatry 

for veterans found to be at moderate-high risk for lower limb 

amputations;

•	 the number of administrative text orders entered by PCPs for RN 

Continued from page 19

Continued on page 23

Table. Summary of VAPORHCS QI Intervention for Diabetic Foot Care Management 

Original Process Original Process

Clinical reminder NA Clinical reminder built into electronic 
health record to alert care team that 
veteran is due/overdue for foot exam. 

Documentation ARA lacked standardized scoring protocol 
which led to scoring discrepancies and 
negatively impacted podiatric referrals.  

Created a new template to simplify the 
documentation process and clarify the 
amputation risk score assignment.

Performance of comprehensive 
foot exams, ARAs, and referrals 
to specialists 

LPN completes foot exam.
PCP completes ARA (based on the 
LPN’s assessment) and makes referrals 
to specialists. 

Separation of these activities resulted in 
fewer veterans receiving ARAs and timely 
referrals.

PCP completes the process from foot 
assessment through referral removing 
gaps in care and improving efficiency.

Individuals at moderate-high risk are 
referred to podiatrist by PCP.

Individuals at no/low risk: PCP can write 
an order in the chart for the RN to offer 
education about daily foot care. 

Istockphoto.com #1213756553
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care managers to offer foot care education to veterans who were at 

normal-to-low risk for lower limb amputations; and the completion 

of patient education for veterans at normal-to-low risk. 

Data were collected from patients’ electronic health records. 

Pre-implementation data were collected for the 3 months prior to 

implementation of the process change. Post-implementation data were 

collected at 3, 6 and 9 months after implementation. Statistical signifi-

cance was evaluated using c2 and Fisher exact test. 

Results 
•	 1,242 completed diabetic foot examinations were identified August 1, 

2017 – July 31, 2018.

•	 Clinically and statistically significant increases from pre- to post-

implementation were found for: 

°  Number of completed foot examinations and ARAs (r=0.495) 

(Figure)

°  Number of appropriate podiatry referrals (r=0.222)

°  Accuracy of documentation for examinations and ARAs (53.1% 

vs. 97.7%)

°  Percentage of appropriate podiatry referrals (41.5% vs.76.8%)

•	 Provider use of administrative text orders to RN care managers 

requesting patient education for normal- to low-risk individuals 

was very low (4.6% overall) which resulted in decreased patient 

education for this group (3.9% overall).

Implementation of a comprehensive program emphasizing improved 

documentation systems and streamlined care processes increased the 

number of annual foot exams, ARAs, and podiatry referrals in a primary 

care practice. 

Source: Quach TV, Goldschmidt MH. Evaluating a Program Process 

Change to Improve Completion of Foot Exams and Amputation Risk 

Assessments for Veterans with Diabetes. Fed Pract. 2019;36(Suppl 

7):S10-S15.

Figure. Pre- and post-intervention rates of completion of foot exams and amputation risk 
assessments.

Continued from page 20
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By Ian Engelman

Science and quantification are long overdue in 

the orthotic work that we do on a daily basis. 

The process of capturing the anatomical arch, 

creating a positive model, and managing arch 

fill has been solely a decision of those trained 

in the art. There cannot be an index of exactly 

how much correction we are using in a custom 

foot orthotic without quantification. 

A technique for defining the longitudinal 

arch height (LAH) parameter should take 

special consideration of which part of the body 

of the orthotic is most effective for the manage-

ment and restoration of the architecture of the 

foot. To determine the most effective area for 

support of the medial column of the foot, it is 

helpful to think about the weight line through 

the tibia.

The Role of the Talus
It is well understood that the fibula is not a 

weight-bearing bone, which leaves the tibia to 

support the entire weight of the body above the 

knee. The talus is the only bone that directly 

supports the tibia. Under most circumstances, 

the talus is not a contact point with the ground 

or the inside sole of the shoe. Rather, move-

ment force is distributed through the talus 

to the navicular and calcaneus. A plethora of 

tarsal ligaments keeps the talus from crush-

ing downward through the middle of the foot 

while supporting the body’s weight. Over time, 

without a foot orthotic, ligaments stretch with 

weight or become lax with age and the ana-

tomical longitudinal arch drops lower. A term 

commonly used to describe the change is Adult 

Acquired Flatfoot Deformity (AAFD).

Some of the force is transferred to the 

navicular, but the talus is primarily supported 

by the calcaneus. Because the talus is anterior 

to the contact point of the calcaneus, there 

is a plantarflexion moment of force on the 

calcaneus in stance phase. A series of ligaments 

is primarily responsible for maintaining the 

calcaneal pitch. From the plantar view, the four 

major tarsal bones seem to intersect: cuboid, 

calcaneus, navicular and talus (Figure 1). The 

series of ligaments that connect the tarsals cre-

ate a “hammock” type of support for the forces 

that run through the center of the tibia onto 

the talar dome. In Figure 1, point D represents 

the center of the tibia transposed onto the talar 

dome. 

The talar dome is a standard point of ref-

erence for 3 dimensional (3D) AAFD analysis 

Continued on page 26

EXPERT OPINION:

Quantification of Arch Height in a Foot Orthotic: 
Defining A Standardized Methodology

The absence of common measurement practices for and 

subsequent fabrication of foot orthotics has produced 

a wide variety of orthotic contour outcomes, resulting 

in inconsistent ideas about how to obtain good clinical 

results. For those who are experts in the profession, it 

is fair to suggest that the longitudinal arch height of a 

foot orthotic is one of the more important elements, yet a 

standard of measurement has not been defined. Indeed, 

determining the amount of support needed in this area 

is hard to discuss without an index or a way to measure 

it. In the following, we at Insightful Products, LLC., 

propose a standard way to quantify orthotic arch height, 

defining a quantification technique for foot orthotics 

called Longitudinal Arch Height and its Distal Position. 

Quantification of anatomical arch height is a different 

discussion, though it is briefly reviewed. Figure 1. Plantar view of the human foot. 



called Foot Ankle Offset (FAO).¹ The recent advent of weight-bearing 

computed tomography (CT) scans and 3D rendering has enabled the 

advent of TALAS™ software plugin for CubeView™ (Torque Ankle Lever 

Arm System; CurveBeam, Hatfield, PA). This CurveBeam 3D-rendering 

technology affords a repeatable measure (Figure 2, 3)2 of the stability of 

the foot that projects the center of the talar dome (D) onto the base of 

support that can be defined by three points: first metatarsal head (M1), 

fifth metatarsal head (M5) and the calcaneus (C). Studies have shown 

that this measurement technique is reproducible, and that Talas is a reli-

able clinical index. 3D-CT scans and semi-automated analysis3 allow po-

sitioning of reproducible 3D anatomical landmarks. Through this work, 

methods have been refined so that there is a high accuracy of deter-

mining M1, defined with cut slabs as the lowest point of the metatarsal 

head. A similar definition for the location of the calcaneus, C, is defined 

by the lowest point of the calcaneus. Talas uses the top of the talar dome 

at its coronal plane midpoint, D. This point sits squarely under the 

distal end of the tibia, which is where the ground reaction forces direct 

in single limb stance. Studies show that these landmarks represent the 

most reproducible location for the Foot Ankle Offset (FAO) index. The 

FAO index seems to be the best metric yet for evaluation of the severity 

of AAFD.

However, our focus is on a quantification technique for foot 

orthotics, not for feet. Efforts to quantify anatomical arch height have 

been made for decades. Each has its unique set of challenges.4 Another 

reproducible method for measuring both flat feet and AAFD is a navicu-

lar height at full single limb stance. Other methods do exist, but, in our 

opinion, most are dubious at best. The techniques of measuring the an-

atomical contours for a patient for the orthotic impression also vary, and 

so do the results. More research needs to be done to determine which 
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Figure 2. A) TALAS rendered projection of D, the talar dome, onto the plane defined by C, 
M1 and M5. 
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methods are best for accurate foot arch impressions. For the orthotic, 

however, the LAH index for orthotic arch height does provide a reliable 

measure from which clinical outcomes can start to be evaluated.

As we look at the projection of the talar dome onto the line C-M1 

(Figure 2), there are two things to think about for orthotic management 

of the foot: 

•	 the proximity to C-M1 line in the medial/lateral direction, and 

•	 the distal position (DP) of the point D in the anterior/posterior 

direction. 
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Figure 3. B) The Foot/Ankle Offset describes the distance of the talar dome from the midline 
of the base of support: C, M1, M5. Use of image 2B from reference 2 is per the Creative 
Commons 4.0 CC BY License.

Continued on page 28
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How Much Support
It would seem ideal to support the foot directly 

below the distal tibia, or approximately in the 

middle of the talar dome, D. For orthotic treat-

ment it is clinically advantageous to know how 

much support is being provided to the patient. 

A technique for providing that parameter is 

described here.

For the foot orthotic, C is defined as the 

deepest part of the “well” or heel cup, which 

is traditionally bisecting the heel pad in the 

sagittal and coronal planes (Figure 4).

From the plantar view, one can draw a 

straight line from the calcaneus to the first 

metatarsal head. This reproducible line is 

approximately crossed by the vector of the 

ground reaction forces described and validated 

by the studies using the Talas method. The 

calcaneus and first metatarsal points, M1 and 

C, are reasonably transferred to the orthotic 

for those skilled in the art (see Figure 2). For 

those familiar with the field of foot orthotics, 

the likely position of the first metatarsal head 

relative to the foot orthotic is accurate enough 

to produce meaningful metrics. Small differ-

ences of determining these points (M1 and C) 

between practitioners might result in slight an-

gular variance. This might lead to a LAH error 

of +/- a few millimeters. For standard orthotic 

evaluation, we believe that these measurement 

variations are within a small enough tolerance 

to ensure clinical value. 

The leading edge of a foot orthotic along 

with the heel cup defines the location of a 

support plane. If you put an orthotic on a table, 

most designs will rest with the front edge lined 

up with the table. This table-top surface is de-

fined here as Plane 1 (P1; Figure 5B). 

A second plane, P2, can be defined as per-

pendicular to P1 and intersecting with the line 

M1-C, Figure 5A. This plane passes through 

the orthotic near or at the most mechanically 

effective location for corrective pressure, in the 

specific area atop the talar dome, D.

The P2 plane will reveal a curve that traces 

the curvature of the longitudinal arch (LA) and 

will have a maximum height above P1. Figure 6 

shows that maximal position, termed Longitu-

dinal Arch Height (LAH). In this example, that 

value is 17mm. The DP of LAH along the M1-C 

line is also clinically relevant. Figure 6 shows a 

DP of 58mm. In order to find a guide that will 

work for many patients, we need a parameter 

that will take individual variation of foot length 

into account. In that effort, the DP of the lon-

gitudinal arch is best described as a percentage 

of foot length. The distance from C to M1 is the 

natural and reliable choice of reference. Here 

DP = 58mm, with a C–M1 length of 165mm; 

58mm/165mm gives us a DP percentage of 

35%. 

Since quantification of foot orthotics is just 

Continued from page 27
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Figure 4. For any foot orthotic, a line can be defined 
that intersects with C and M1. 

Figure 5. A)  (left) The leading edge of a foot 
orthotic, and the deepest most point of the 
heel cup defines a plane, P1.

B)  (below) A second plane, P2, can 
be defined as perpendicular to P1 and 
intersecting with C and M1.
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now being defined and considered, logically, 

there cannot possibly exist supporting studies 

for best LAH location. However, we can begin 

by thinking about the location of the ground 

reaction forces. It is reasonable to suggest that 

a LAH that is closest to the talar force vector, 

D, is the best corrective location. With this new 

index, we can start to determine the best DP% 

for correction that is also most tolerable to the 

wearer. Our professional judgement and clinical 

outcome experience show that an excellent 

location for distal position is 35%.

Predictable Outcomes
One might argue that the height of just one 

point on the foot orthotic does not fully repre-

sent the supportive curvatures. For instance, 

it is possible to construct an orthotic with a 

spike to make a localized maximum height. 

Clearly this type of arrangement would not be 

tolerable to the wearer, and a broader support 

will be required for compliance. Additionally, 

for most orthotic contours, there are likely to 

Continued from page 28
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Figure 6. P2 shows a cross section of the Longitudinal Arch of the foot orthotic revealing the height and 
distal position.
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exist other contact points that are more medial 

and with greater distance from the P1 plane. 

If measured, these values would be greater in 

height. Although this is true, it is also true that 

any points more medial will be further away 

from the center of gravity force vector, D, and 

therefore less clinically meaningful.

Beyond a quantification tool for the 

orthotic arch height, a reliable methodology for 

quantification of the anatomical arch height 

is equally relevant for predictable outcomes. 

The current variation in techniques for taking 

an impression or scanning compromise the 

reproducibility of anatomical arch measure-

ments for the orthotic manufacturer. We have 

developed what initially seems to be an accu-

rate non-weight bearing scanning technique 

for consistent clinical outcomes. From reliable 

anatomical data, we can start to provide a truly 

scientific quantifiable relationship between the 

anatomical arch height and the orthotic arch 

height. This can be described as a percentage. 

As an application tool, it allows clinicians to 

more specifically prescribe the degree of the 

most important element of foot orthotic care, 

the Longitudinal Arch.

With time and experience, the profession 

will now be able to use a LAH metric and DP% 

that will allow case to case outcome compar-

isons; furthermore, this metric can provide a 

basis for  gauging effective, comfortable, and 

meaningful corrective contours for foot orthotic 

treatment. 
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By William Weir

A long-overlooked part of the human foot is key 

to how the foot works, how it evolved, and how 

we walk and run, according to a Yale-led team of 

researchers.

The discovery upends nearly a century of 

conventional thinking about the human foot and 

could open new avenues to explore in evolu-

tionary biology as well as guide new designs for 

robotic and prosthetic feet, said the study team. 

The discovery, made by an international 

team of researchers and led by Yale engineer 

Madhusudhan Venkadesan, was published 

earlier this year in the journal Nature. The team 

was led jointly by Venkadesan, Shreyas Mandre 

from the University of Warwick, and Mahesh 

Bandi from the Okinawa Institute of Science & 

Technology. 

When humans walk and run, the front 

of each foot repeatedly pushes on the ground 

with a force exceeding several times the body’s 

weight. Despite these strong forces, the human 

foot maintains its shape without severely bend-

ing. Such stiff feet — unique to humans among 

primates — were important for the evolution of 

bipedalism. (Watch this YouTube video on foot 

forces in running from the Yale group: https://

youtu.be/QyiX0Fb-Lfw) 

What makes human feet so stiff? Accord-

ing to conventional thinking, it’s mainly the 

longitudinal arch of the foot (Figure.). This arch 

runs from heel to forefoot and is reinforced 

by elastic tissues underneath it. The arch and 

tissues create a bow-and-string structure that 

for nearly a century was considered the main 

source of the foot’s stiffness.

But the foot has a second arch that runs 

across the width of the midfoot, known as the 

transverse arch. Venkadesan and his colleagues 

investigated the transverse arch, which had 

not been studied previously. They performed a 

series of experiments, using mechanical mimics 

of the foot, cadaveric human feet, and fossil 

samples from long-extinct human ancestors and 

relatives (hominins). Their results show that 

the transverse arch is the main source of the 

foot’s stiffness. (Watch this YouTube video for 

a demonstration of a mechanical structure that 

captures the essential features of the human 

foot. https://youtu.be/adt3sH9O_vE)

The reason the transverse arch is so 

important can be found in your wallet. Take out 

a dollar bill, hold it at one end, and the dollar 

flops around. But press your thumb down to 

give the dollar some curvature, and it stands out 

straight.

“That type of effect also works in the foot,” 

said Venkadesan, assistant professor of mechan-
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Overlooked Arch In The Foot Is Key 
To Its Evolution And Function

“We found that transverse springs, which mimic 
tissues spanning the width of your foot, are crucial for 

curvature-induced stiffness.”
Continued on page 34

https://youtu.be/adt3sH9O_vE
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ical engineering and materials science. “It’s not 

as simple as a sheet of paper because there are 

many other tissues and structures in the foot, 

but the principle turns out to be the same.”

Using mathematical analysis and ex-

periments, the team gleaned the mechanical 

principle for why curvature induces stiffness — 

namely that bending a curved structure causes 

the material to also stretch. Even a thin sheet 

of paper is quite stiff if you try to stretch it. The 

transverse curvature engages this stretching 

stiffness to stiffen the whole structure, explained 

the researchers.

Because the foot is a complicated, 

multi-functional structure, it is not possible 

to modify just the transverse arch to test the 

theory without affecting other parts. So, using 

experiments on mechanical mimics of the foot, 

the researchers came up with a novel idea to 

see whether the transverse arch works the same 

way in real human feet.

“We found that transverse springs, which 

mimic tissues spanning the width of your foot, 

are crucial for curvature-induced stiffness,” said 

Ali Yawar, a Ph.D. student in Venkadesan’s lab. 

“So we expected that stiffness would decrease 

in real human feet if we were to remove the 

transverse tissues and leave everything else 

untouched.”

Together with Steven Tommasini, a 

research scientist at the Yale School of Medi-

cine, they conducted experiments on the feet of 

human cadavers. “We found that the transverse 

arch, acting through the transverse tissues, is 

responsible for nearly half of the foot’s stiffness, 

considerably more than what the longitudinal 

arch contributes,” said Carolyn Eng, an associate 

research scientist in Venkadesan’s lab.

These results may also explain how the 

3.66 million-year-old Australopithecus afarensis, 

the same species as the fossil Lucy, could have 

walked and left a human-like footprint despite 

having no apparent longitudinal arch. Working 

with Andrew Haims, a professor at the Yale 

School of Medicine, the researchers developed a 

new technique to measure transverse curvature 

using partial skeletons of the foot. By applying 

this technique to fossil samples, including A. 

afarensis, they traced how the transverse arch 

evolved among early hominins.

“Our evidence suggests that a human-like 

transverse arch may have evolved over 3.5 mil-

lion years ago, a whole 1.5 million years before 

the emergence of the genus Homo, and was a 

key step in the evolution of modern humans,” 

Venkadesan said.

The findings also open new lines of 

thought for podiatry, as well as the fields of 

evolutionary biology and robotics, the research-

ers said. 

Source: Venkadesan, M., Yawar, A., Eng, C.M. 

et al. Stiffness of the human foot and evolution 

of the transverse arch. Nature 579, 97–100 

(2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-

2053-y

William Weir is a communications liaison with 

Yale University. 
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Research is showing that it’s 
not “just an ankle sprain,” 
but rather the first step on a 
perilous journey to physical 
instability and lower quality 
of life.   

The clinical presentation of chronic ankle insta-

bility (CAI) has been defined as the perceived 

or subjective instability with feelings of giving 

way, pain, and recurrent sprains.1 When viewed 

as the long-term sequelae of “an index ankle 

sprain,” researchers are helping to focus the 

discussion on the need for improved treatments 

of the initial sprain and prevention of the 

well-documented recurrent sprains. The recent 

findings from the published literature present 

new insights on this most important topic.

Ankle Sprain Defined
Ankle sprains are quite common both in 

sporting activities and the general community—

data show an estimated 2 million individuals 

annually seeking emergency department (ED) 

treatment for ankle sprains, yet it is well known 

that a majority of individuals who suffer ankle 

sprains do NOT seek help.2 Indeed, some esti-

mates place the incidence of ankle sprains near-

ly 5.5 times higher than ED data. Significantly, 

nearly half of these sprains were not associated 

with sporting activities, but rather from the 

general community, meaning their distribution 

is widespread, not limited to only those who are 

physically active. 

Incidence of ankle sprains is reported to be 

higher among females compared to males (13.6 

vs 6.9/1000 exposures) and appears to decrease 

with age, with estimated incidence rates as 

follows:2

•	 Children: 2.85/1000 exposures

•	 Adolescents: 1.94/1000 exposures

•	 Adults: 0.72/1000 exposures

Peak rate also appears at a younger age 

in females (10- to 14-year-olds) compared with 

males (15- to 19-year-olds) as noted in the 

Figure. 

Ankle sprains make up nearly 80% of all 

ED visits and of those, 85% result in injury to 

the lateral ligamentous complex. This com-

plex includes the anterior talofibular ligament 

(ATFL), the calcaneofibular ligament (CFL), and 

the posterior talofibular ligament (PTFL).  These 

ligaments play a significant role in maintain-

ing the stability of the ankle joint.3 When the 

ankle joint is plantarflexed, the ATFL becomes 

taut and begins to undergo strain. It is this 

vulnerability of the ATFL that leads to the most 

common mechanism of injury, an inversion 

injury where a plantarflexed ankle undergoes 

supination and adduction. Indeed, MacKenzie 

et al reported that more than three-quarters of 

all acute ankle sprains are lateral in nature, with 

approximately 73% of these being injuries to the 

ATFL.2 The second most common mechanism 

of injury is a combination injury that involves 

both the CFL and the AFTL.3 The PTFL is rare-

ly injured alone. Other structures besides the 

lateral complex can be injured as well, making 

a complete physical examination of the ankle 

and its related structures mandatory.3 Those 

other injuries can include peroneal tendon tears, 

chondral and osteochondral fractures of the ta-

lus, medial ligamentous injury, ankle syndesmo-

sis injury, and fractures to the hindfoot, midfoot, 

and forefoot. Most authors also point out the 

need to assess patients for intrinsic risk factors 

for lateral ankle instability including hindfoot 

varus, midfoot cavus, and overall ligamentous 

laxity.

While multiple classification systems for 

ligament instability have been described, the 

most commonly used system sets out 3 grades 

of injury:3
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Grade I: injury to ATFL and/or CFL without rupture.

Grade II: complete rupture of ATFL with CFL intact.

Grade III: complete rupture of both ATFL and CFL; PTFL may or may 

not be injured.

Functional vs Mechanical Impairments
Distinguishing between mechanical instability and functional instability 

of the ankle joint is critical. In a study published earlier this year, Wen-

ning et al1 wrote that:

“CAI can be divided into two etiologies: functional ankle instability 

(FAI) and mechanical ankle instability (MAI). The choice of the appro-

priate therapeutic approach for CAI patients requires the distinction be-

tween these two etiologies as functional deficits may best be addressed by 

functional, conservative therapy, since deficits in the sensorimotor system 

and postural control respond well to focused exercise regimes. Converse-

ly, MAI can only be treated mechanically using additional stabilization 

such as ankle taping, orthoses, or lateral ligament repair.

“Concerning sensorimotor deficits, it has been described that postur-

al control and strength are altered in FAI subjects. Impaired postural con-

trol has been one of the few factors which is consistently associated with 

functional impairment in CAI. Furthermore, a recent systematic review 

found that impairments of peroneal reaction time and pronation strength 

strongly contribute to perceived ankle instability in a chronic population. 

Also, strength deficits resulting from ankle injuries have been described 

especially in plantarflexion and pronation strength, while dorsiflexion 

and supination strength seems to remain rather unaffected. It is thought 

that spinal and cortical pathways may lead to an inhibition of neuromus-

cular activity and thus contribute to these persisting deficiencies in CAI 

patients. 

“Furthermore, it has been shown that CAI patients display alter-

ations during gait as for instance a laterally deviated pressure distri-

bution, an increased inversion angle, and a decreased foot clearance. 

Whether or not these alterations during gait are caused by deficits 

in sensorimotor control, strength imbalance or other factors remains 

unclear. However, CAI patients seem to benefit from locomotor train-

ing by improving mediolateral pressure shift during gait. Furthermore, 

strengthening and increasing preactivation of the peroneus longus 

muscle have been shown to reduce ankle inversion during gait. On the 

other hand, also mechanical stabilization like ankle orthoses, taping, or 

operative stabilization improve gait performance by reducing maximal 

ankle inversion, which can be attributed to the mechanical insufficiency 

which is destabilizing the joint during the ankle sprain mechanism itself. 

Furthermore, the finding that functional performance also improves after 

mechanical stabilization like lateral ligament reconstruction or wearing 

an orthosis underlines the fact that the two etiologies are intertwined, 

which of the observed alterations can be attributed to mechanical and/or 

functional insufficiencies is the focus of ongoing research.

“Current literature suggests that a certain degree of mechanical 
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instability cannot be compensated by functional training but may instead 

require mechanical stabilization. Whether an undetermined severity of 

mechanical insufficiency inevitably leads to an additional perception of 

instability, according to the model of Hiller et al,4 remains unclear in 

current literature.

“Especially in the clinical approach to CAI patients, it is important 

to distinguish between those suffering from predominantly functional 

deficits and those patients suffering due to an insufficient mechanical 

stability. Ultimately, it may be suggested that only the latter will benefit 

from operative stabilization, while the others should be treated conserva-

tively. As mentioned above, the exact definitions of CAI, FAI, and MAI 

have been subject to increasing debate in the last decade. It is of note that 

many earlier studies did not differentiate the patients’ mechanical and 

functional insufficiencies possibly because quantifying mechanical ankle 

instability remains a diagnostic challenge. At present, the extent to which 

FAI and MAI interact remains unclear.”

Methods, Results, Discussion
In their study, Wenning et al retrospectively looked at 43 patients (22 

female; mean age 26 ± years) who suffered chronic, unilateral MAI and 

in which long-term conservative treatment had failed and surgery was 

scheduled. Functional testing prior to surgery was used to assess the 

extent of persisting unilateral, functional deficits and included maximal 

isokinetic strength measurements, posture, and gait control. 

As for results, they found: “Plantarflexion, supination, and prona-

tion strength was significantly reduced in MAI ankles. A sub-analysis of 

the strength measurement revealed that in non-MAI ankles, the peak 

pronation torque was reached earlier during pronation (maximum peak 

torque angle at 20° vs. 14° of supination, p < 0.001). Furthermore, active 

range of motion was reduced in dorsiflexion and supination. In balance 

testing, patients exhibited a significant increased perimeter for the 

injured ankle (p < 0.02). During gait analysis, we observed an increased 

external rotation in MAI (8.7 vs. 6.8°, p<0.02).”

In their discussion, they noted:

“A significant reduction in strength, an impaired postural con-

Continued on page 41

“Current literature suggests 
that a certain degree of 

mechanical instability cannot 
be compensated by functional 

training but may instead require 
mechanical stabilization.”
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trol, and subtle changes of kinematics during 

locomoting were observed unilaterally on the 

affected side. Applying our findings to patients 

with persisting subjective instability despite 

functional treatment may help to identify those 

patients that will benefit from mechanical stabi-

lization, e.g., bracing or surgery.

Strength: “Comparable to our data, 

several studies have provided evidence that 

concentric pronation and supination strength 

are impaired in CAI. The novel finding in this 

study was that the joint angle in which the 

maximum pronation strength can be produced 

is significantly different between the two ankles 

(MAI 14° vs. non-MAI 20° of supination). The 

detailed analysis according to the joint position 

showed that it is especially in the early phase 

of pronation where a significant strength deficit 

exists (Fig. 1). This pattern is of high clinical 

relevance regarding joint stabilization during 

gait because it will limit the ability to actively 

prevent excessive supination once the joint 

comes close to a prone-to-injury position. The 

etiology behind this observation may either be 

related to fear of pain approaching the end-

range supination, which unfortunately was not 

systematically recorded; it may also be a shift 

in torque curve due to the general decrease in 

ROM. The strength deficits have further been 

attributed to neuromuscular impairment as well 

as muscle atrophy. Also, earlier studies revealed 

that delayed peroneal reaction time is a charac-

teristic of CAI patients, which can be improved 

by functional training. However, since long-term 

functional treatment had not lead to a sufficient 

alleviation of symptoms in this study’s popula-

tion, it may be suggested that the combination 

of pronounced end-range strength deficits in 

pronation with clinically apparent, unilateral 

mechanical instability results in the inability to 

actively prevent an ankle sprain on the previous-

ly injured side. Whether or not these unilateral 

impairments of end-range pronation strength 

are caused by the mechanical instability itself, 

fear of pain, or posttraumatic neuromuscular 

dysfunction cannot be concluded. However, 

in our view, these patients may not be able to 

develop a sufficient functional performance in 

order to cope with their mechanical deficits. In 

Continued on page 42

Continued from page 39

Figure 1. Established intrinsic and extrinsic risk factors for lateral ankle sprain. Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; NCAA, National Collegiate Athletic Association. 
Reprinted from Delahunt E, Remus A. Risk factors for lateral ankle sprains and chronic ankle instability. J Athletic Train. 2019;54(6):611-616, with permission from the 
National Athletic Trainers Association. All rights reserved.
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Continued from page 41

summary, the clinical application of this finding 

could be that patients presenting with deficits in 

the end-range pronation strength and clinically 

apparent mechanical ankle instability will ben-

efit from mechanical treatment, e.g., operative 

ligament reconstruction.

Balance: “The impairments of postural 

sway have been widely described in the litera-

ture. However, in our population, the differences 

in balance testing of approximal 10% were not 

as pronounced as in other studies. Furthermore, 

it has been shown that functional adaptations 

like preparatory neuromuscular activation 

capacitate patients to cope with mechanical in-

sufficiencies. Since all patients in our population 

had received long-term conservative treatment, 

it may be assumed that in these patients, the po-

tential benefit resulting from functional training 

had been exhausted. Since the modalities of 

conservative training were not controlled for in 

this observational study, we are unable to con-

clude the reasons why conservative treatment 

was not successful in individual cases. From a 

clinical point of view, it is important to reflect 

upon persisting unilateral functional deficits in 

unilateral mechanical instability. Potentially, the 

observed deficit in postural control may there-

fore be attributed to a mechanical instability 

that lays beyond functional compensation. This 

supports the finding that the mechanical deficit 

itself impairs functional performance. Again, in 

a clinical setting this could mean that a certain 

degree of mechanical instability can never be 

compensated and in patients with persisting 

perceived instability (non-copers) may require 

operative stabilization. Future studies need to 

clarify whether different degrees of severity of 

MAI also show different degrees of the function-

al deficits reported in this study. Potentially, this 

will also allow to estimate the risk for associated 

injuries following lateral ankle instability and 

therefore increase the therapeutic value. To 

achieve this, however, a reproducible manner of 

quantitively assessing MAI is indispensable.

Gait: “Several studies have also analyzed 

gait in patients suffering from chronic ankle 

instability. In our analysis, we aimed to monitor 

whether mechanical insufficiency leads to subtle 

gait imbalances. While walking at a preferred 

speed, the distribution of weight during the 

stance phase showed no difference between 

rear- and forefoot on either leg resulting in a 

harmonic gait pattern. However, the foot in 

which mechanical instability is present was 

set with a slightly increased external rotation 

of 1.9°. This is comparable to the findings in 

earlier publications, where CAI had not yet been 

further divided into MAI vs. FAI. This phenom-

enon of a more pronounced exo-rotated foot 

may be interpreted as a subconscious preventive 

adaptation leading to a broader mediolateral 

distribution of weight due to increased support 

surface which will help stabilizing the ankle 

joint during gait. As a limitation, it needs to be 

respected that kinematic adaptations take place 

during treadmill walking as opposed to over-

ground. However, since we compared intra-sub-

ject differences, we consider our results valid 

in regard to gait adaptation as a component of 

unilateral MAI, since the observable differences, 

that take place due to the treadmill condition 

were assumed to affect both ankles in the same 

way.” (See “Gait Biofeedback,” page 45.)

“Finally, to underscore these novel findings, 

it is promising to continue developing means 

for quantifying mechanical ankle instability like 

3D stress-MRI. Future research may then be 

able to establish cutoff values of severe, chronic 

mechanical ankle instability in which functional 

treatment is likely to fail and early operative 

stabilization should be recommended.

“In addition to quantifying the individual’s 

mechanical insufficiency, these findings will 

require future confirmation and a prospective 

study design including FAI patients and postop-

erative analysis in a clinical setting.

“As a limitation, in the present retrospec-

tive analysis, we were not able to quantify the 

amount of perceived instability via question-

naires. However, all patients agreed to undergo 

operative lateral ligament repair, which makes it 

evident that perceived instability and subjective 

malfunction must have been high. Unfortunate-

ly, we were unable to retrospectively distinguish 

those with predominantly pathological talar 

tilt vs. anterior drawer in order to correlate our 

findings to ATFL vs. CFL rupture, which should 

be a focus of additional research.

Conclusions
“This retrospective analysis shows certain 

functional characteristics that persist in patients 

suffering from MAI despite functional treat-

ment. Especially the maldistribution of peroneal 

strength could impede functional coping of 

mechanical deficits. This may support the obser-

vation that severe mechanical instability cannot 

be compensated and causes functional impair-

ment itself. Thus, a certain degree of mechanical 

instability will eventually require operative 

stabilization. Future research should focus on 

quantifying mechanical ankle instability to verify 

this hypothesis.” 
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Continued on page 46

In a study that debuted at the National Athletic Trainers Association 

virtual meeting and was subsequently published later, a multidisci-

plinary team of clinicians sought to analyze the effects of visual gait 

biofeedback along with impairment-based rehabilitation on gait biome-

chanics in a group of patients with chronic ankle instability (CAI).1 

CAI is associated with several known deficits: diminished range of 

motion (ROM), postural control, and strength. Studies using tradition-

al rehabilitation protocols have typically examined a single domain, 

such as balance, ROM, or strength and the improvements in that 

single domain have been validated. Impairment-based rehabilitation 

protocols are customized to individual patient deficits and studies have 

shown improvements in various CAI outcomes measures. 

The authors had found only 2 previously published studies that 

had looked at biofeedback gait training to address CAI deficits. In both 

cases it was demonstrated that individuals with CAI can alter their 

gait mechanics in response to biofeedback, specifically reducing ankle 

inversion. How long the effect would last was not known. However, 

reducing ankle inversion during walking has the potential to reduce 

the risk of recurrent ankle injury in individuals with CAI leading these 

authors to suggest that offering gait training with an impairment-based 

rehabilitation program could improve an individual’s overall condition.

 The purpose of their study was to examine the effects of 4 weeks 

of a visual biofeedback intervention with impairment-based rehabilita-

tion on gait biomechanics, clinically oriented measures, and patient-re-

ported outcomes between gait biofeedback (GBF) and no biofeedback 

(NBF) groups. They hypothesized that the GBF group would have a 

reduced ankle inversion angle at initial contact (IC) that would also 

translate to a less inverted position through the remainder of the stride 

cycle and that the NBF group would not change their gait kinematics. 

Further, they hypothesized that the groups would have meaningful 

changes in patient-reported and clinically oriented outcome measures 

as measured by minimally important changes. 

They recruited 27 individuals with CAI (14 in the NBF group; 

13 in the GBF group) for the 4-week study. Both groups received 8 

sessions of impairment-based rehabilitation. The GBF group received 

visual biofeedback to reduce ankle frontal plane angle at IC during 

treadmill walking. The NBF group walked for equal time during 

rehabilitation but without biofeedback. Dependent variables included 

3-dimensional kinematics and kinetics at the ankle, knee, and hip, 

electromyography amplitudes of 4 lower extremity muscles (tibialis 

anterior, fibularis longus, medial gastrocnemius, and gluteus medi-

us), and patient-reported outcomes (Foot and Ankle Ability Measure 

Activities of Daily Living [FAAM-ADL], FAAM-Sport, Tampa Scale of 

Kinesiophobia [TSK], and Global Rating of Change [GROC]). 

The GBF group significantly decreased ankle inversion at 

IC (MD: -7.3°, g = 1.6) and throughout the entire stride cycle 

(peak inversion: MD: -5.9°, g = 1.2). The NBF group did not have 

significantly altered gait biomechanics. The groups were signifi-

Gait Biofeedback and 
Impairment-based 
Rehabilitation
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Continued from page 42

Impairment-based rehabilitation protocols are customized 
to individual patient deficits and studies have shown 
improvements in various CAI outcomes measures.
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cantly different after rehabilitation for the FAAM-ADL (GBF: 97.1 ± 

2.3%, NBF: 92.0 ± 5.7%), TSK (GBF: 29.7 ± 3.7, NBF: 34.9 ± 5.8), 

and GROC (GBF: 5.5 ± 1.0, NBF:3.9 ± 2.0), with the GBF group 

showing greater improvements than the NBF group. There were no 

significant differences between groups for kinetics or electromyography 

measures. 

As for how the changes occurred, the authors provide an intrigu-

ing discussion based on the updated model for CAI recently published 

by Hertel and Corbett.2

For the clinically oriented outcomes, both groups improved over 

the course of the study in most of the strength measures and for 

eyes-closed balance. As compared to the NBF group, the GBF group 

saw significant improvements for 1st toe flexion, ankle inversion, and 

hip abduction strength measures as well as for plantarflexion ROM, 

possibly as a result of adapting a new gait pattern during the study pe-

riod. Additional improvements in strength may be from the substantial 

change in ankle position during walking gait. The impairment-based 

rehabilitation program improved many of the outcome measures in 

both groups; however, the addition of gait training may be specifically 

beneficial for added improvements in strength.

The GBF group successfully decreased ankle inversion angle and 

had greater improvements in PROs after intervention compared to the 

NBF group. Impairment-based rehabilitation combined with visual 

biofeedback during gait training is recommended for individuals with 

CAI.

In their conclusion, the authors note this was the first study to 

show substantial improvements in ankle frontal plane kinematics by 

using visual biofeedback. They further note that while the NBF group 

took part in a rehabilitation protocol, their gait biomechanics did not 

change, leading them to observe that rehabilitation that does not 

include gait biofeedback is not successful at changing gait mechanics. 

They further observed that the significant decrease in kinesiopho-

bia reported by the GBF group (as compared to the NBF group) is 

clinically meaningful in that fear of movement for everyday activities 

does impact overall quality of life. They conclude by recommending 

gait training that uses visual biofeedback to reduce the ankle inversion 

angle be added to traditional rehabilitation protocols for individuals 

with CAI. 

1. Koldenhoven RM, Jaffri AH, DeJong AF, et al. Gait biofeedback and 

impairment-based rehabilitation for chronic ankle instability. Scand J 

Med Sci Sports. 2020:00:1-12. 

2. Hertel J, Corbett RO. An updated model of chronic ankle instability. 

J Athletic Train. 2019;54:572-588.
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This 2-part series examines the current state of peripheral artery disease. Part 1, which appeared in the August issue, focused on disease 

burden, risk factors, and clinical presentation. This article reviews diagnostic tools and current management recommendations.

By Aisha Cobbs, PhD

Peripheral artery disease (PAD) is a 

widespread chronic condition that is most 

commonly characterized by atherosclerosis, 

or blockages, in the arteries supplying blood 

to lower extremities, such as legs, feet, and 

toes. It is an indicator of systemic atheroscle-

rosis and is a major risk factor for coronary 

artery disease, myocardial infarction, and 

stroke. In its most advanced stage, known as 

critical/chronic limb-threatening ischemia, 

PAD is a major risk factor for lower extremi-

ty amputation. 

Properly identifying symptomatic 

patients can be difficult. Typically, testing for 

PAD involves a separate office visit to prep 

the patient for testing, which may involve 

steps such as making the patient change 

into a gown. With diabetic patients who 

may need to come in for nail care every 3 

months, encouraging them to come in for 

another office visit may be challenging. 

While current tools are addressing the basics 

of what is needed for diagnosis, raising 

clinical suspicion of PAD’s presence and 

then testing for it and treating it are crucial. 

Earlier diagnosis can improve quality of life 

and save countless limbs (see “PAD Must 

Be Caught Early To Prevent Amputation,” 

page 53). 

The first article in this series reviewed 

disease burden, risk factors, and clinical pre-

sentation. This article reviews the diagnostic 

tools, including newer technologies, and 

current management strategies for this lethal 

disease. 

Testing For PAD
There are several diagnostic tools for PAD. 

In patients with suspected PAD, the current 

guidelines from the American Heart Asso-

ciation (AHA) and the American College of 

Cardiology (ACC) recommend resting ankle 

brachial testing as the initial diagnostic test.1 

Additional testing, such as the toe brachial 

index (TBI) and pulse volume recordings 

(PVRs) can also be used to assess arterial 

occlusive disease. AHA/ACC guidelines rec-

ommend Duplex ultrasound or angiography 

to assess the severity of arterial occlusive dis-

ease and to diagnose the anatomical location 

of stenosis once PAD is confirmed.1

Ankle Brachial Index. The resting 

ankle brachial index (ABI) is obtained by 

measuring systolic pressure in arms and 

ankles while the patient is lying supine.2 The 

highest of the two blood pressures in the 

arms is used as the reference blood pressure. 

To determine the ABI ratio, the reference 

arm blood pressure is divided by the ankle 

blood pressure. An ABI ratio ≤ 0.9 is diag-

nostic of PAD.1

ABI is a non-invasive and reproduc-

ible method for assessing arterial occlusive 

disease in the lower extremities.2 Howev-

er, there are several limitations with this 

technology. For instance, diabetes-associated 

calcification of the arterial walls in the 

ankles can artificially inflate the ankle blood 

pressures, or in cases of severe calcification, 

make it difficult or impossible to get accurate 

systolic blood pressures.3 Other related 

conditions, including lymphedema, can also 

make it difficult to generate blood pressures.4 

An Update on Peripheral Artery 
Disease (PAD): Part II
Diagnostic Tools and Management
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In some cases, elevated blood pressures due to 

medial artery stiffness in patients with chron-

ic kidney disease can cause false normal ABI 

results.5 

There are also clinical factors that can make 

an ABI difficult to perform in a short period of 

time due to complicated patient preparation pro-

cedures. For example, to obtain the most accurate 

results, it is recommended that the patient be at 

rest and fully supine for at least 5 minutes before 

taking measurements.6 In addition, patients need 

to abstain from tobacco or caffeine consumption 

for at least an hour prior to ABI testing because 

these substances can cause inaccurate readings.5,6

Toe Brachial Index. Another limitation 

of the ABI is that by calculating systolic blood 

pressures at the ankles, PAD experienced in ar-

teries distal to the ankle (such as the foot or toes) 

may go undetected since the arteries of the toes 

tend to retain more elasticity.7 Therefore, some 

healthcare providers may perform a toe brachial 

index (TBI), which is like an ABI, except that 

systolic blood pressures are measured at the toes 

rather than the ankles. TBIs can be performed 

in addition to, or as a replacement for the ABIs, 

especially in patients with non-compressible 

arteries due to diabetes mellitus and other con-

ditions that reduce arterial wall compressibility.1 

The AHA/ACC guidelines recommend TBI to 

diagnose patients with suspected PAD, if ABI is 

> 1.40.1 Like ABI, TBI may not be diagnostic of 

PAD in patients with chronic kidney disease who 

have a falsely normal ABI due to medial artery 

calcification.8 A TBI of < 0.6 is abnormal.9

Pulse Volume Recording. Because of the 

challenges with ABIs described above, health-

care providers will often perform an ABI along 

with PVRs to assess PAD.1 PVRs are performed 

by placing a blood pressure cuff at the location 

where the provider wants to evaluate the blood 

flow. The blood pressure cuff is then inflated to 

a pressure that is low enough to avoid restricting 

arterial blood flow, but high enough to sense 

changes in blood flow as the artery expands and 

contracts. The results are captured in a tracing 

that documents the morphology and amplitude of 

the recorded waveforms (Figure 1).10

Typically, PVRs are simpler to perform on 

patients, and when combined with ABI, PVR 

has an overall 85% diagnostic accuracy rate.11 

In addition, PVRs are not susceptible to issues 

where a patient may have non-compressible 

arteries, elevated blood pressure, lymphedema, or 

other complications that may make it difficult to 

perform an ABI.12

Duplex ultrasound. A duplex ultrasound 

test combines imaging and Doppler technology. 

Ultrasound helps pinpoint the location of the 

disease and determines the severity and the an-

atomical location of stenosis.1 While this type of 

test is highly accurate, it is also very operator-de-

pendent, so it is typically performed in a vascular 

lab by a Registered Vascular Technologist or other 

credentialed professional specifically trained in 

the technology.13

Angiography. Angiography is an invasive 

diagnostic test that involves injecting the patient 

with contrast dye which allows blockages to be 

imaged. Typically, this type of test is performed 

in a vascular lab, and is highly accurate, but in-

volves radiation exposure.14 This test is normally 

performed prior to a revascularization procedure, 

to help plan the intervention.1

PADnet. PADnet (Biomedix, St. Paul, MN) 

combines the clinical value of ABIs and PVRs 

into a non-invasive physiologic study which can 

be performed by a medical assistant familiar 

with how to take blood pressures.15 PADnet 

generates diagnostic data which can be combined 

with demographic data and sent to a vascular 

specialist using an integrated and secure cloud-

based service platform. The vascular specialist 

can then remotely interpret the study within the 

HITRUST-compliant interpretation website and 

send his/her interpretation and care plan back to 

the healthcare provider performing the PADnet 

test. This innovative approach enables commu-

nity-based collaborative care to optimize patient 

outcomes.

Biomedix’s newest technology, PADnet 

Xpress, uses state-of-the-art plethysmographic 

technology combined with advanced artificial 

intelligence and machine learning technologies 

to enable PAD detection in a 2-minute test that 

requires patients to remove only their shoes and 

socks. PADnet Xpress serves as a substitute for 

pedal pulse detections and other physiologic PAD 

examinations, with clinical study results confirm-

ing excellent diagnostic accuracy.16

Continued on page 53

Continued from page 49

Figure 1. Pulse Volume Recordings and Morphology for Various Stages of PAD
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PAD Treatment
Treatment options for PAD, which depend on its 

stage at diagnosis, encompass 4 key domains: 

behavior changes or lifestyle modifications, 

nutritional counseling, pharmaceutical interven-

tions, and surgical interventions. The goal of all 4 

options is to improve 

•	 blood flow to impede progression of the 

disease

•	 quality of life and 

•	 short and long-term prognosis. 

Lifestyle Modifications
Once PAD has been identified, lifestyle modifi-

cations are low-risk, low-cost interventions that 

can help address or slow the progression of the 

disease.17 Early detection of PAD increases the 

chance that lifestyles modifications, such as the 

ones detailed below, can improve patient out-

comes and may reduce the need for higher-risk, 

higher-cost interventions.

Smoking cessation. Smoking cessation 

is one of the best ways to reduce PAD risk, 

resulting in an 80% lower risk of disease.18 Even 

more promising are recent studies indicating that 

smoking cessation can help reduce the occurrence 

of PAD symptoms such as claudication.19

Exercise therapy. Exercise therapy is 

another promising lifestyle modification that 

can address PAD. Several studies have demon-

strated that exercise improves flow-mediated 

vasodilation.16 In addition, exercise therapy has 

been shown to increase the distance a patient 

experiencing intermittent claudication can walk 

before experiencing discomfort.16

Nutritional Counseling
Nutritional counseling or dietary therapy is a 

useful tool for addressing PAD or slowing the 

progression of the disease, as obesity is a signifi-

cant risk factor for PAD.16 Combining nutritional 

therapy with exercise is preferred to exercise 

alone.19 Table 1 provides details on nutrition-

al guidance for a general patient population. 

Nutritional counseling is often combined with 

pharmaceutical interventions.

Pharmaceutical Interventions
Cholesterol reduction medications such as statins, 

ezetimibe, and proprotein convertase subtilisin/

kexin type 9 (PCSK9) inhibitors approved to 

address atherosclerosis in other parts of the body, 

such as the heart or head, have demonstrated ef-

ficacy in PAD.16 Abnormal platelet activation and 

thrombi development are commonly observed 

in patients with PAD, so anti-platelet therapy is 

commonly prescribed as are anticoagulants.16

Endovascular/Surgical Interventions
If lifestyle modifications and pharmaceutical 

interventions fail, the next line of therapy is re-

vascularization via endovascular or open surgery. 

Endovascular revascularization for PAD in the 

lower extremities has progressed rapidly in the 

last decade with lower morbidity and mortality 

when compared to open surgery, making it the 

preferred treatment for many clinical centers.

Revascularization. Atherectomy is an endo-

vascular surgical procedure that removes arterial 

plaque with a rotating cutter which then deposits 

the debris into a chamber that can be extracted. 

Revascularization is indicated in patients with 

acute limb ischemia and a salvageable limb.1

Amputation. Patients with severe compli-

cations of PAD, such as acute limb ischemia, 

typically develop ulcers that become infected and 

Continued on page 54
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Table 1. Diet recommendations for 
atherosclerosis prevention.24

Fats

•  Limit saturated fats to <70% of daily 
caloric intake

•  Replace saturated fats with 
unsaturated fats (eg, omega-3 fatty 
acids)

• At least 2 fish meals per week
• Use of olive oil for cooking
•  High unsaturated fat content and the 

antioxidant hydroxytyrosol
• Consume low-fat dairy products
•  Limit red meat to 1 meal per week
•  Replacement with beans or legume

Calories

•  Limit sugar consumption (food AND 
drink)

•  Avoid excessive caloric intake from any 
source

Sodium

•  Limit salt consumption (food AND 
drink)

Fruit, Vegetables, Whole Grains

To ensure satisfactory daily fiber, vitamin, 
and mineral intake:
• 5 servings of vegetables per day
• 2 servings of fruit per day
•  4 servings of whole grains* per day
*Consume whole grains in preference to 
white or refined grain products

Antioxidants

• 1-2 cups of green tea daily
•  Fruit and vegetable intake as above

PAD MUST BE CAUGHT EARLY TO 
PREVENT AMPUTATION

“Atherosclerosis that affects the limbs is called 
peripheral artery disease (PAD), the complication 
that has been shown to cause the most significant 
long-term disability and economic burden in 
patients with diabetes. It is estimated that 1 in 3 
people 50 years or older with diabetes has PAD, 
yet millions of people with the disease do not 
realize they are at risk for losing a limb until it is 
too late. Someone is given a diabetes diagnosis 
every 17 seconds in the United States, and every 
day, 230 Americans with diabetes will undergo an 
amputation. Each year, approximately 200,000 
nontraumatic amputations occur in the United 
States. African Americans are 4 times more likely to 
experience diabetes-related amputation than white 
individuals, and it is estimated that throughout the 
world, a leg is amputated every 30 seconds; 85% 
of those amputations are the result of a diabetic 
foot ulcer. Unfortunately, even as the diabetes and 
PAD epidemics worsen, people do not recognize the 
symptoms. Early detection and treatment of PAD 
is crucial to saving limbs. With timely screening, 
in-depth assessment of symptoms, and thorough 
physical examinations, millions of amputations 
can be prevented. Like cancer, PAD must be caught 
early and treated to prevent progression and 
suffering.”23

Foluso A. Fakorede, MD, is a practicing cardiologist 
and CEO of Cardiovascular Solutions of Central 
Mississippi as well as cochair of the PAD Initiative 
for the Association of Black Cardiologists.
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progress to gangrene. Lower extremity amputa-

tion (LEA) is recommended in these circumstanc-

es.1 An LEA results in a 200-fold increase that 

the patient will have to undergo a subsequent 

LEA at a later date;20 the death rate after an LEA 

is 48% at 1 year, and 71% at 3 years.21

Conclusion
Our healthcare system needs to undertake more 

proactive measures to properly identify and 

address chronic conditions such as PAD in the 

early stages of the disease progression. Studies 

have shown that an earlier PAD diagnosis drives 

a higher success rate of prescribed lifestyle mod-

ifications such as smoking cessation, nutritional 

counseling, and exercise therapy, thereby improv-

ing clinical outcomes. Although traditional PAD 

diagnostic methods have proven to be effective 

in accurately detecting PAD, there is demand for 

newer technologies that can assess at-risk patient 

populations more quickly for proper risk stratifi-

cation and triage. Such new technologies will play 

a major role in helping to improve the outcomes 

for patients who suffer with PAD. 

Aisha Cobbs, PhD, is a medical writer from 

Atlanta, Georgia.
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Buford, GA 30518

(800) 334-1906

1/2”, 
3/4” 
or 1-1/4”
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A CUSTOM AFO MADE 
TO FIT YOUR PATIENT’S 
NEEDS

Lightweight, durable, and stable, the Ottobock 

custom carbon ankle foot orthosis (CCAFO) 

provides dynamic support during even the 

most demanding activities. The CCAFO is fully 

customized to your patient’s height, weight, 

and activity level, with a molded-to-you inner 

boot and adjustable foot and calf straps. This 

low-profile, lightweight brace is trusted by 

everyday users and Paralympic hopefuls alike 

to improve gait and provide increased energy 

return during a variety of rigorous activities. 

Crafted from carbon prepreg, this AFO pro-

vides a solution for individuals with plantar-

flexion weakness and those needing triplanar 

support for the foot and ankle. The design 

stores and returns energy for propulsion while 

providing function of the soleus muscle and 

third rocker mechanics (heel-off).

Ottobock HealthCare

800/328-4058

professionals.ottobockus.com

FIRST-EVER RESEARCH 
NETWORK TACKLES DFU 
COMPLICATIONS
Six research institutions are launching the 

first-ever multicenter network to study diabetic 

foot ulcers (DFUs), which are the leading 

cause of lower-limb amputations in the United 

States. The Diabetic Foot Consortium (DFC) 

aims to lay the foundation for a clinical trial 

network to test how to improve diabetic wound 

healing and prevent the risk of infections and 

potential amputations. The DFC is supported 

by the National Institutes of Health’s National 

Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney 

Diseases (NIDDK).

The first studies will focus on finding 

biomarkers in people with DFUs that can guide 

treatment and predict how the ulcer will heal 

and the likelihood of recurrence. For example, 

the first study, led by the Indiana University 

(IU) School of Medicine, will test whether 

body fluid leaking through the skin on a newly 

healed ulcer can predict how likely an ulcer 

might recur. A second study, led by the Univer-

sity of Miami (UM) Miller School of Medicine, 

will test whether the presence of or a change in 

specific cellular proteins in tissue samples from 

an ulcer can predict the likelihood of healing in 

the next 12 weeks.

Each clinical research site in the DFC will 

recruit up to 70 participants per study who 

are undergoing DFU treatment or follow-up 

care. Each biomarker will be tested in its own 

study within the larger network. Researchers 

will collect various measurements, biological 

samples, and other data over 2 years. The DFC 

will also build a roadmap and framework that 

will provide an opportunity for researchers to 

follow up on interesting leads or pursue new 

studies.

Other participating centers are the 

University of Michigan (UMich) at Ann Arbor; 

the University of California, San Francisco; 

Stanford University; and the University of 

Pittsburgh. UMich also serves as the data 

coordinating center for the study. Biomarker 

analysis will be conducted by IU and UM.

For more information about the Diabetic 

Foot Consortium, visit diabeticfootconsortium.

org. 

ACTIVATOR MOBILITY AND 
REHABILITATION POLES

Urban Poling’s evidence-based ACTIVATOR 

poles were designed by an occupational 

therapist and gerontologist specifically for 

rehabilitation and long-term conditions. This 

patented design enhances strengthening, sta-

bility, and off-loading with your clients’ safety 

in mind. ACTIVATOR poles may be beneficial 

for pre- and post-hip and knee surgery (upon 

assessment by a rehab professional), soft tissue 

injuries, Parkinson’s disease, stroke, multiple 

sclerosis, chronic pain, cancer rehabilitation, 

spinal conditions, and older adults. There are 

currently 10 independent studies on the ACTI-

VATOR poles at hospitals and universities in 

Canada and the Royal Orthopedic Hospital in 

London, England. The poles have been shown 

to reduce impact on knee joints; increase 

exercise tolerance; improve posture, balance, 

and stability; manage weight and pain; and 

increase walking speed.

Urban Poling

877/499-7999

urbanpoling.us

New & Noteworthy
Noteworthy products, association news, and market updates
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STROLLN THERAPEUTIC 
SHOE BY COYOTE

Strolln by Coyote is a therapeutic mobility 

shoe that was designed with patented retract-

able rollers to provide easier toe clearance for 

patients with foot drop. It is priced appropri-

ately for patients to start using it immediately 

in therapy. The shoe helps patients create a 

more normalized gait pattern to keep their foot 

gliding with less resistance through the swing 

phase. It is recommended to help keep patients 

mobile after a stroke, spinal cord injury, or 

traumatic brain injury. Physical therapists 

have also found it helpful for patients with 

Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and 

neuropathy.

Strolln by Coyote

208/429-0026

www.strolln.com

UT SOUTHWESTERN 
SCIENTISTS DEVELOP 
COOLING INSOLE
A new cooling insole developed by University 

of Texas Southwestern (UT Southwestern) sci-

entists reduced the foot temperature of patients 

with diabetic neuropathy by several degrees, 

diminishing a significant risk factor for diabetic 

foot ulcers (DFUs). This device, detailed in an 

article in The Journal of Foot & Ankle Surgery, 

could eventually prevent thousands of am-

putations that take place worldwide annually 

because of this condition.

Foot temperature is 1 of the risk factors 

for DFUs. Animal studies have shown that skin 

maintained between 25 and 30 degrees C is 

less likely to break down under pressure than 

skin at higher temperatures. The feet of dia-

betic patients already tend to be warmer due 

to inflammation associated with the disease, 

explained Metin Yavuz, D Eng, an associate 

professor in the School of Health Professions’ 

Division of Prosthetics and Orthotics at UT 

Southwestern Medical Center. This is com-

pounded by friction from walking and the stiff 

therapeutic shoes that patients wear, which are 

usually made of synthetic materials that act as 

heat insulators.

To address foot temperature, Yavuz and 

his lab developed a device, named Tempera-

ture and Pressure Monitoring and Regulating 

Insoles (TAPMARI), which consists of a small 

box strapped to the wearer’s calf that houses 

a cooling unit, a small water pump, a battery 

pack, and a thermostat. The cooling unit 

harnesses a type of thermoelectric cooling 

called the Peltier effect to chill water to a 

desired temperature that is then pumped into 

insoles placed in the wearer’s shoes. Yavuz 

later teamed up with the engineering company 

Vivonics, Bedford, MA, to improve the design.

The device was tested on 5 healthy 

individuals and 3 individuals with diabetic 

neuropathy. Using an infrared thermal camera, 

the researchers took photos of the subjects’ 

feet at baseline before wearing the insoles, 

then placed a cooling insole in only their right 

shoes. They took more thermal photos after the 

subjects walked 5 minutes on a treadmill and 

again after they wore the insoles an additional 

2 hours and walked 5 minutes on the treadmill 

again.

Results showed that the mean baseline 

foot temperature in the group was 28.1 degrees 

C. Mean foot temperatures at the end of the 

study were 31.7 degrees C for the left foot and 

25.9 degrees C for the right, which was cooled 

by TAPMARI. Although the diabetics’ feet got 

warmer than those of the healthy volunteers 

during walking, they still maintained a mean 

temperature of 27.5 degrees C in the right foot, 

suggesting that the insoles could maintain 

temperature in a range that protects against 

skin breakdown.

Cool temperatures from the insoles did 

not cause vasoconstriction in the foot, which 

could have damaged tissue, Yavuz said. 

However, sole temperatures reached as high as 

30.8 degrees C in some regions of the cooled 

feet, particularly in the midfoot, suggesting that 

the insole design needs improvement. Other 

design elements could also be tweaked, he 

said, such as reducing the size of the unit worn 

on the calf.

KNEEKG: KNEE 
KINESIOGRAPHY EXAM

KneeKG by Emovi is a novel, regulato-

ry-cleared, in-clinic assessment tool used to 

conduct a knee kinesiography, which evaluates 

knee functional deficiencies linked to patients’ 

symptoms or future orthopedic disease pro-

gression. KneeKG can play an integral role in 

the management of pain, with a proven impact 

in terms of decreased knee pain, improved 

function, less pain medication, delayed need 

for arthroplasty surgery, and better adherence 

to treatment plans. Knee kinesiography is a 

computerized assessment providing data about 

dynamic alignment and mechanical deficits 
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in 3D while the patient is moving and weight 

bearing. The exam provides insight into the 

causes of knee symptoms in patients with knee 

osteoarthritis, ligament injuries, anterior knee 

pain, and even residual pain after joint surgery. 

It is also an exceptional tool for athletes, 

allowing athletic trainers and healthcare pro-

fessionals to develop patient-specific exercise 

programs.

Emovi

514/907-0866

www.emovi.ca

ÖSSUR’S PRACTICE 
MANAGEMENT APP FOR 

DMEPOS
Össur’s streamlined version of its Empower 

program provides comprehensive workflow and 

practice-management solutions for providers of 

durable medical equipment, prosthetics, orthot-

ics, and supplies and O&P practices. It is now 

available via an app that is compatible with 

both Apple- and Android-based smartphones. 

This fully automated, customizable web-based 

solution provides real-time validation of patient 

eligibility, electronic claims submission, and 

documentation generation, all from the conve-

nience of a desktop computer, laptop, or tablet. 

Empower’s Inventory Management module 

allows the user to remotely check inventory in 

real time at an unlimited number of designated 

locations. It also provides paperless dispensing, 

tracking, and replenishment whenever needed 

through barcode scanning and PAR level no-

tifications. Empower also facilitates fulfillment 

with timely, secure, and trackable DME prod-

uct shipments directly to patients nationwide. 

Empower is HIPAA compliant.

Össur Americas

800/233.6263

ossur.com

BLUETOOTH-CONNECTED 
INSOLES FOR RUNNING

Sport Profiler insoles from Digitsole are the 

first connected insoles for running that allow 

athletes to improve their performance by 

adopting a healthy gait. They are designed to 

analyze and interpret stride technique via mul-

tiple biomechanical parameters, prevent the 

risk of injury, and monitor and improve perfor-

mance. The dedicated application, available on 

iOS and Android, allows users to connect their 

insoles to their smartphones via Bluetooth. 

Runners can track their performance directly 

from the dashboard, and the data is saved 

to accurately analyze daily improvements. 

Coming soon is a walking application and a 

dedicated application for cycling, which will 

allow cyclists to improve their pedaling perfor-

mance, optimize energy consumption, as well 

as reduce the risk of injury. These Digitsole 

insoles are made with antibacterial fabric and 

are water resistant. They provide strong arch 

support, a shock heel system, and foot stability 

while facilitating movement.

Digitsole

digitsole.com

SIMPLE TEST HELPS TO 
PREDICT, PREVENT FALLS
The “enhanced paper grip test,” validated by 

researchers from the Centre for Biomechanics 

and Rehabilitation Technologies (CBRT) at 

Staffordshire University, England, involves 

pulling a small card from underneath the 

participant’s foot while asking them to grip with 

their big toe (hallux). The proposed test can 

potentially be used in clinics to monitor muscle 

weakness for better falls-risk assessment in 

patients with diabetes. According to the study 

authors, it is simple, clinically applicable, and 

is valuable to use in low-resource settings.

“The current paper builds on our previous 

work and shows its usefulness in assessing 

strength and balance in this group of vulnera-

ble patients,” said Aoife Healy, PhD, associate 

professor of Human Movement Biomechanics 

at CBRT.

The experiment involved assessing 20 

healthy volunteers and 10 people with diabetes. 

Hallux grip force was previously found to be 

strongly linked to the strength of all muscle 

groups of the foot and ankle and to the ability 

to maintain balance. The latest results, pub-

lished in Gait and Posture, on a modified test 

NEW & NOTEWORTHY 

Illustration of the “enhanced paper grip test” 
courtesy of Staffordshire University/Josh Thomas.



shows the reliability and validity of hallux grip 

force during clinical assessment.

“The original version of the paper grip 

test was shown to be effective in detecting foot 

muscle weakening, but its outcome is opera-

tor-dependent,” said Panagiotis Chatzistergos, 

PhD, associate professor in Orthopaedic and 

Rehabilitation Biomechanics, who led this 

study. “To overcome this limitation, we have 

developed this enhanced test that replaces the 

pass/fail outcome with a continuous mea-

surement of the pulling force that is needed to 

remove the card.”

RED WING EXOS LITE LINE

Red Wing’s EXOS Lite is the company’s light-

est-ever work boot. Designed for indoor and 

outdoor medium-duty jobs in warehousing, 

distribution, construction, light manufacturing, 

and service environments, key features of the 

ASTM- and CSA-compliant EXOS Lite models 

include:

•	 The Switchback Support System, which 

is a minimalistic design concept built 

with integrated TPU cord construction 

to provide ankle and heel support while 

reducing the boot’s weight without 

sacrificing support, comfort, or durability.

•	 The new exclusive EXOS X-Treme Lite 

sole design, which features premium 

performance with Vibram Litebase 

technology to reduce extra weight 

while offering best-in-class slip, oil, and 

abrasion resistance.

•	 A high-rebound footbed cushion, which 

is purpose-built to provide all day comfort.

•	 A Flex Calf Insert at the collar that helps 

widen the opening for easier access and 

more flexibility.

•	 A low-profile safety toe, made from a 

tough, lightweight aluminum material.

Red Wing Shoes

800/733-9464

www.redwingshoes.com

DOD GRANTS $2M TO 
STUDY FALL-RELATED 
HEALTH OUTCOMES IN 
LOWER-LIMB PROSTHESIS 
USERS, MPKS
A $2,000,000 grant from the US Department 

of Defense’s (DoD) Congressionally Directed 

Medical Research Programs’ Orthotics and 

Prosthetics Outcomes Research Program has 

been awarded to a group of institutional collab-

orators to study fall-related health outcomes in 

lower-limb prosthesis users, including the larg-

est clinical trial of microprocessor-controlled 

knees (MPKs) to-date. Collaborators include 

the Department of Clinical and Scientific 

Affairs at Hanger Clinic, Austin, TX, the Uni-

versity of Washington (UW), the University of 

Illinois at Chicago (UIC), and the Minneapolis 

Veterans Administration Health Care System 

(MVAHCS).

The project will be led by Brian Hafner, 

PhD (UW). Hanger Clinic’s Director of Clinical 

Research, Shane Wurdeman, PhD, CP, joins 

Andrew Sawers, PhD, CPO (UIC), and Sara 

Koehler-McNicholas, PhD (MVAHCS), as site 

leads. The first 2 aims are to develop and val-

idate new outcome measures to better assess 

the impact of falls on individuals who use a 

lower limb prosthesis. The instruments de-

signed and tested in these aims will be applied 

in aim 3, a pragmatic, randomized clinical trial 

to be conducted at Hanger Clinic.

The clinical trial will enroll 100 K2-level 

patients with transfemoral amputations from 

Hanger Clinic. (A K2-level ambulator has the 

ability or potential for ambulation with the 

ability to traverse low-level environmental bar-

riers such as curbs, stairs, or uneven surfaces. 

Typical of the limited community ambulator.) 

Half will be randomized into an MPK, while 

the other half will be randomized to a non-

MPK, which is the current standard for this 

K-level. Evidence from smaller scale studies 

suggests that this population could benefit 

from MPK technology; however, the level of 

evidence has not yet been sufficient to support 

coverage policies that would allow K2-level 

patients access to this type of technology.

PRO-TEC ATHLETICS SPIKY 
MASSAGE BALL

Patients can roll away plantar fasciitis and 

other foot pain with the newly available 

Pro-Tec Athletics Spiky Massage Ball. The 

3-inch-diameter firm massage ball has a spiky 

outer layer that offers a stimulating effect. It is 

designed to increase circulation and decrease 

soreness with a relieving deep-tissue mas-

sage. This easy-to-use and portable tool gives 

overworked muscles a break. It is excellent for 

backs, shoulders, calves, and more. 

Pro-Tec Athletics

800/779-3372

pro-tecathletics.com
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Special offer for LER subscribers: 
Receive complimentary access to
LE&RN’s Physician CME

(normally $99)!
At check out, use this coupon code: LER20FREE

Lymphatic- 
Vascular  
Disease:  

Diagnosis &  
Treatment

This activity has been planned and 
implemented in accordance with the 
accreditation requirements and  
policies of the Accreditation Council for 

Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint 
providership of the Academy for Continued Healthcare 
Learning and LE&RN. ACHL is accredited by the ACCME to 
provide continuing medical education for physicians.

The Academy for Continued Healthcare Learning 
designates this live activity for a maximum of 7.00 AMA 
PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only 
the credit commensurate with the extent of their 
participation in the activity.

LE&RN is 
proud to 
present the 
ground-
breaking 
online CME 
Seminars 

for Physicians Lymphatic-Vascular 
Disease: Diagnosis & Treatment. These 
courses are an exciting educational portal 
to understanding the interplay of the 
lymphatic and vascular systems as related 
to patient health. This seminar is intended 
for physicians who need to diagnose and/
or treat patients with lymphedema (LE) 
and/or lipedema (LI). 

Upon completion of this activity, 
participants will be able to recognize  
the physical, imaging, and laboratory 
findings relevant to a lymphedema or 
lipedema diagnosis; compare and  
contrast the available therapies for 
lymphedema and lipedema; and diagnose 
potential candidates for lymphatic 
surgery. Questions? Contact us at  
LERN@LymphaticNetwork.org.

Earn Up to 7 CME Credits  
Online! Level 1 (3 Credits)  

and Level 2 (4 Credits) 

Presented by

ORDER NOW AT LERN-CME.ORG

LERN551 © 2020

ACROSS
1 Science relating to medical devices supporting 

bones
6 Certain board member, abbr.
9 ___ moment, 2 words
10 Largest tarsal bone
11 Editor, for short
13 ____fibular ligament
15 Depart
16 Symbol for a metal used in some joint 

replacements
17 DC alternative
19 Droop down
20 Porridge, essentially
22 Hospital for vets
24 Joint prone to instability
28 It heals all wounds, in a saying
29 Fallen arch condition
31 The L in LAH
33 Call for help
34 3D rendering technology used in measuring the 

stability of the foot

DOWN
1 Beginning
2 Nurse's care, abbr.
3 Uses lubricants
4 CT Scan result
5 Expands abnormally
6 Situated away from the point of origin or 

attachment
7 Enclosed inside
8 ___ of motion
12 Computer information
14 Connecting tissues
17 Excellent, 2 words
18 Leg muscle
21 ____ Aviv
23 Anterior talofibular ligament, abbr.
25 Compass pt., abbr.
26 Take a big step
27 Revolve
28 The only bone that directly supports the tibia
30 Spine component
32 Ukraine, for short

How Well Did You 
Read This Issue?

Test your knowledge of information from this issue of 
Lower Extremity Review and the world in general with 
our crossword puzzle feature. The answer box can be 
found online at lermagazine.com.

Crossword by Myles Mellor

With over 12,000 crosswords published internationally, Myles Mellor is one of the top crossword writers in the world. 
His work includes crosswords, diamond crosswords, syndicated puzzles, cryptograms, diagramless crosswords, word 
search, sudokus, anagrams, and word games published on mobile devices and e-readers. www.themecrosswords.com
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WalkOn Carbon 
Fiber AFOs
Lightweight, durable stabilization
The WalkOn family of AFOs provide options for patients 
with dorsiflexion weakness who require support for 
moderate to severe drop foot. These orthoses are 
lightweight, low-profile, and extremely tough. Their 
dynamic design provides a more physiological and 
symmetrical gait, offering fluid roll over and excellent 
energy return.

professionals.ottobockus.com


